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I{ATIONAL IMAGERY AND MAPPII{G AGET{CY

otrR jvrrsstoJv
NIMA provides timely, relevant, and accurate imagery, imagery
intelligence, and geospatial information in support of national

securig objectives.

ouR srsro;v
NIMA: Guarantseing the lnformation Edge

. 0ur information

'
.
.

pravides the csmmon reference framework for planning,
decisions, and actions.
Our customers r*rill have ready ficcess to the daiabases of imagery imagery
intelligence, and geospatial inforrnatisn thatwe acquire or produce.
Our information is used to create tailored, customer-specific solutions.
Our information enables our customers to visualiz* key
securig problems,

asp*ts of national

. Our people's expertise is critical to acquiring or cre*ting the information
that gives the advantage to our customers.

COR.E VALUES
We are mmmitted to:
Our custcmsrs!
People who dernonstrate pride, initiative, commitment to our
vision and mission, personal integrity, and professionalism.
A

iulture that promotes trust, diversity, per$onal and professional
gro\ryth, mutual respect, and open communications.

An Environment th*t rewards teamwork, partnerships, risk-taking,
creativity, I eadersh ip, ex pertise, an d adaptabil ity.
A Tradition of excellence and personal accountability in all we ds.
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"Timely, Accurate, and Pnecise"
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power of technology are
f rrgu.y, mapping/ space, and theThe
eagle and stars symI alI embodied within NIMAs seal.
I botize the principles of freedom upon which America was
founded and the vital national security mission entrusted to
our agency. The laurel represents honor and high achievement,
and the three crossed arroi\is represent our role in supporting
America's total military preparedness and defense. Imagery and
mapping are expressed by the globe and the vastness of our
reach by the black background, tvhich represents outer space,
Our motto, "Timely, Accurate, and Preciser" conveys the spirit,
sense of purpose, and deep deCication we at NIMA bring to
the fulfillment of our mission.

f ,r pleased to present the 1999 National lmagery
and Mapping Agency tNlMAl Strategic PIan. This
It document was prepared to communicate our
strategic direction to our customers, workforce,
stakeholders, and mission partners. The success of
the plan depends on the men and women assigned to
NIMA who deliver the information, products, and
services to our customers. They are up to the task,
and I have no doubt that they will achieve success for
all of our goals addressed in this plan.
We are committed to "guaranteeing the information edge" for our customers-national, military and
civil. As we approach the next millenniumr l see a
world that continues to change rapidly-geographically, demographically, and technically. The information explosion over
the past decade resulted in shortened customer timelines and demands for more information. our response is to provide our customers with tailorecj informatio: that is timely, relevant, and accurate. This
means \\e t:e ::c,'l:g i:t:: ::e 20.- century world of predominantly
h::C -.-pr :^.=;=-,, ::lS,::.J a:3nS fO the 21" CentUfy Of digital
\.).1.r ',,,:., :n.<e this digitally-stored information available
t*- :*-<::-::s ..: iiem to create custom-tailored imagery and
5-e---.:=: = -':-:=::c: pfoducts on demand.
.t
J-l: mission and vision we are improving our imagery
:c .-:: :- " s: :::e acquisition, and information production capabilities.
'',i'=:=
our information systems. We are investing to
t'r-:::,:=',:;r:onizing
:nirastructure and environment to enable a world-class
*.,1-i:'::;t:. co its job. We are leveraging new technologies and we
:,*. -:-::s,:gr our efficiency through strategic partnerships with other
g:,--agencies and private industry.
\:Y,r:s proud to lead the United States Imagery and Geospatial
Community to provide our nation n'ith timely, relevant,
::.';:a:e imagery, imagery intelligence, and geospatial information
:: s*::c:i oi national security objectives. To learn how NIMA is
"s::i-:nteeing the information edge" I encoui-:ge you to read this
St:.:eg;c Plan. It will tell you where NIMA ;s going, where we are
alloc.atiig our budgetrand where NIMA people will invest their time,
energy/commitmentrand skills. Than< y'c: ror your support.
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Lieutenant General James C. King
Director
National Imagery and Mapping Agency
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Oun Cornmitment: Responsi
IMI{s national, militarY, and
civil customers oPerate in a
demanding world. TheY face
complex problems that are as likely to
be encountered in our hemisphere, at
the far reaches of the globe, orincreasingly-in the American heartland. Complementing the interdependence of the challenges that our customers face is the need to assess, decide, plan, and act on very short time
cycles. And our customers' decisions
to alter policy, negotiate agreements,
put fighting forces into the field, conduct operations, or provide disaster
relief must be made amidst an avaIanche of often conflicting information
that moves around the world at unprecedented speeds.
NIMA is committed to helPing our
customers navigate a world that is
characterized by an uncertainty in
where threats to national interest lr iii
arise, a shortness in time to resPo:c,
and a plethora of data and a pauci:)' of
relevant knowledge.We will use a
skilled workforce, teamwork, advancec
technology, and strategic partnerships
that will leverage our resources to
acquire or produce for our customers
the most timely, reliable, and precise
information possible. Our resources/
coupled with those of our mission
partners, will help create the timely,

4

e Customen Senvice
tailored, mission-specific solutions that
will guarantee the information edge for

our customers.
What will this commitment mean to
our national, military, and civil customers? It means that U.S. decision makers will have the information they need
to formulate policy more effectively. lt
means that U.S. diplomats will have the

information they need to negotiate for
national advantage. lt means that U.S.
combat commanders will have the
information that they need to achieve
dominant battlespace awareness. It
reans that U,S. forces will have the
i:iormation that they need to target
more effectively and re-target more
rapidly our precision weapons. It
means that U.S. aircrews will have more
up-to-date information to allow them
to fly safely in a GPS-centric world. It
means that U.S. naval crews will have
more timely and accurate information
as they venture into unfamiliar waters.
And, it means that U.S. civil agencies
can respond more quickly and decisively when a disasler occurs.
Since our nation ventured on to the
world stage/ A:-'e rica's ability to gather,
analyze, and deliuer- timely data and
intelligence h:s -.een admired and
emulateC-lut never equaled. AII of
us at NIMA are dedicated to preserving and enhancing this vital informa-

tion

edge.
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Provide timely, nelevant, and accunate imagery, imagery
intelligence, and geospatial infonmation in suppont of national
secunity objectives.

NIMA

is responsible for providing the most advanced imagerY
and geospatial analysis and information to the U.S. national security and civil communities, and to
Americak global allies. Established
in 1996, NIMA was created to
centralize responsibilities for iniagery and geospatial informaticn,
achieve synergies across the fieics,
and exploit tremendous Pote::: ,
of enhanced collection sYSl€:--s
and digital technclogy,
As a defense and ir:e g='- -=
agency/ NIMA is unce :- : = ',:'- l--

ity of both the Se::e:':. --' l=-

::

C=':-:
fense and Directc:
-:
Iigence. As a co:l--j: -i- :: agency/NIMA \\c:'(s : :s= '"

^:=

' :-
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the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. Throughout our plan, we
have built upon the thinking contained in the National Security
Strategy, the DCI's Strategic lntent,
and the National Military Strategy
fo e nsure that our customers can
Cepe nd cn the informotion advantoge.
As the leader in the imagery and
geospatiaI fields, NIMA directs,
coordinates/ and supports activities
throughout the defense and intelligence communities. Headquan
tered in Bethesda, Maryland,
NIMA has maior facilities in the
metropolitan areas of Washington
D.C. and St. Louis, Missouri
and personnel at key customer
sites worldwide.

-

Guananteelng the Infonmation Edge
.
.
.

Our information provides the common reference
framework for planning, decisions, and actions.
Our customers wili have ready access to the
databases of imagery, imagery intelligence, and
geospatial information that we acquire or produce.
Our information is used to

create tailored,

customer-specifi c sol utions.

Our information

enables our cLrstonters to
visualize key aspects of national security problems,

.

Cur

people's er:e :tise is :l'itical to acquinng or
creating il'e .:.::-r"=::--:' :::.: gives the advantage
.L -,.
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lfipfdVih$' Piodudtion and De rvery
Enhance information available to
oun customens

Goal 1=

Obiective 1.1: IdentifY, acquire, or
produce imagery, imagerY intelli'
gence, and geospatial information to
meet our customers'qualitY and
timeliness needs.
The sources for the data and informatic:
needed to provide the decisive advant:s.
U.S. policy makers and warfighters ::e
diverse. NIMA will satisfy cuslome:
quests with data from certjiied ij::-=:imagery or geospatial iniorrr-::
",
possible. NIMA will eroe-.:::, s ' -'-both readiiy procureble cc:' ^---: : :i
production services c:- :..a:. -. :: -- - -:
services throLrgh :es:-;-. :" ::^---:
:i -:"
contracts. NIM,{ ", . =-:
-:::
":
:
::::
professionals tc ::r: '
-: i-::.
critical intor':::::'
-l
services not al':..=:.; :' --:- -' - r::
-- - -": commercial alte ri.,:: ,;s . ^-:
- :i
the tasking, process::g'
":
dissemination functions, ,":.:^ ::-:-.
and relevant customer sUPPC:1, ,r
duce better collection and ana"': :.
odologies for existing and Planne:
and data sources.

::

data miniirg outside Iibraries and merging
multiple sources will improve comprehension
c, : :cmplex situation for the decision:-- :ier, the intelligence analyst, the planner
.:- ::€ operator. Augmenting existing data
,,, ::. gr-eater detai[, additional attributes,
::::e:- resolution and updated analysis,,,: e:'. provided on the customert time:es-rvill enhance chances of mission
:-:.ess. NIMA will assist the customer

:-

-

:'
':

j-:: :

-

.':

Objective 1.2: Tailor mission'
specific solutions for our customer"s.
ln NIMAs information environment/ pre::1
ing custc:rized lnformation demands unc;=
standing the customer's mission, applying
the best dat: sc'-:i-ces, and properly using
tools manipui;tei by world-class expert
analysts. Assembling the elements of

NIMAs data warehouse of

imagery, imagery
into
geospatial
information
intelligence, and
fused views or new perspectives will improve
the versatility of these data. In addition,

I

rever possible with production expertise,
deployed technical support, and with
.:.',:nced training for imagery and geospatial
,',:,e

,',

:r

.'

=ly'sis.

1.3: Leverage government,
commercial, and international part'
Obiec+ive

nerships.
',

:a.\

wilI expand its productive relation',\ith
i- lS
other agencies, commercial con-:
: ::l:s/ international organizations and
'- -= g: nations. Collaborative production
,'. :c encouraged as an effective way to
:,-:;l:ie the global databases and provide
:...ss to needed expertise. Mutually beneficiai agreements may include exchange of
source or derived information.

Goal

2:

Lead the lmagery and Geospatial Gommunity
IIGCI in acquiring, deploying, maintaining, and continuously
impnoving the U.S. lmagery and Geospatial lnformation
Service IUSIGSI
Obiective 2.1: lnsert advanced
technology to improve USIGS
perfonmance.
We are living in an era in which technology
is advancing at an ever-accelerating pace.
NIMAs [arge, complex, interconnected
enterprise must be as agile and responsive as
a simple home computing environment,

evolving rapidty ir :es:c:.se :c expanding
needs. NtMA lvill :::::=:: : :esponsive
technology evaluatic: ::.: .:se:tion program to ensure thar l.:e USICS )ecomes
and remains repres€:l:1i",'e c. the "state of
the practice." Our n:tio:.1 security demands
this support.
The majority of ou: :eeds will be met
through the application o: ccnrmercially
available technology Our rechnology programs/ following strategic thrusts developed
in response to communiry needs, will determine how to best apply the latest commercial capabilities, and will rapidly provide

solutions directly to the production floor
and to our acquisition programs. Where we
determine that demands of our enterprise
outpace the commercial market, NIMA will
make strategic investments to push technology, Ieveraging partnerships in government
and industry; and then facilitate the commercialization of the resultant capabilities.

We will focus on developing capabilities
to efficiently exploit motion imagery take
advantage of expanding spectral resolution
of our collection systems/ and providing
assisted image,l' er;m:nation and data
extraction cap::il:::es. Our industry partners share our ,-'rs:o: of rapidly providing
best avaiiabie rechloiogy, regardless of
source. C':r :ccuisition programs will buy
knowlecge :nc expertise, not tailored-forgovernme:t pr-oduds.We will push the
frontiers ot acquisition reform to enable this
approach.
[continued]

I

Objective 2.2: Lead the IGG in
establishing a collaborative
environment.
The world is in the midst of a data explosion. lmagery, once a precious resource to
be rationed among our customers, will soon
be ubiquitous with the deployment of even
more capable national sensors, the proliferation of airborne collection platforms, and
the anticipated birth of a robust commercial
industry Geospatial information, and even
imagery intelligence, will be increasingly
available from a plethora of governme ni : ,:
commercial sources. The IGC nlust be
prepared to deal with these changes.
NIMA will lead efforts to harness : =
explosion of data and information :,= :,,ity by providing systems and tcc,s ,', - :enable the sorting and fusing c':= =..-:
elements to answer intelliee::=
tional questions.We wili biil:
ture-based and inlori:r::: :" -: ture that enables in,c:::.::^
facilitates inlorni::il:' -:* s.
ture will en:5 e : ':,: -: : practices.

We will mo',€.1-^^' :" :-, -t---:-:
where pockets o: s<..=: *-:;:-. . - ''geospatial analysts p:-:,.:- -:: -:j::
..:
'
--r
mation to a true coll.r'nc::: , =
where geographically distrir;::: -'- :disciplinary and all-source anai; s":. :-:: - -' ers, policy makers, and operatoi-s ,',: ',
together to answer questions anc ::,: , i -:
to previously static data. Key compc---:
will include: Iibraries that support se;: :-l
access to imagery, imagery intelligence,.geospatr:i iniormation produced and acquired by' NIMA and other elements of =
IGC; data ::r:ng tools that provide disco',ery and reire',:l ol information across the
IGC which ext€:'.c :o other relevant data
stores and cross nrultiple security levels;
exploitation and anaiytical tools that operate
across a suite of commercial hardware

:

=

:
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platforms that allow the rapid transformation of data to information suitable for both
experts and novices.

Obiec+ive

with
i

2.3: Integrate

USIGS
other Gommunity data and

nformation architectures.

While the imagery, imagery intelligence, and
geospatial information for which NIMA is
:esponsible provides the critical framework
.or-','isualization and situational awareness,
:re complex and volatile operational envi:-cnment increasingly demands the ability to
l)ei-ate in an al[-source framework. We will
:;trvely engage with DoD and IC architec:r:es to ensure that our information is
:::essible and that our tools will operate in
::e larger context represented by our
'::tional and defense customer base. We will
,.:d the identification and adoption of
:ragery and geospatial standards, working
:o ensure that these standards are embraced
:i, industry
We will represent the IGC needs, and
:rtegrate our capabilities to operate across
::propriate DISA and IC communications
etworks. We will integrate USIGS with the
':int lntelligence Virtual Architecture
UIVAI
:-at supports our customers in the Unified
Ccmmands as well as evolving common
:rei-ating environments of our national and
: ,:i customers. NIMA data and applica: :rs will be readily accessible in our
:-s:omert environments, and will support
'-s Jn with other data to provide a com: -:; "picture" of the world.

GOal 3: Shape the NIMA workforce and infrastructure
to ensure mission success in the 21st century
3.1: Recruit and
retain a diverse and
motivated workforce.
NIMAs highly trained
professionals brin g diverse
backgrounds and experiences to their work. Their
skil[, teamwork, and expertise ensure NIMAs continued success in providing
the information edge. The
implementation of

Workforce 2t NlMl$
human resource management system, will help
foster a performance-based
culture that attracts and
retains highly skiilec,
educated, ani ncli',.:e:.
professionals, C:--

\

Workforce 2i sis:e^- ",
help forecast lie sr . s=:s
needed for the . -:* = ,-:
support strategi€s :l
acquire them, ln
"::::-.
we will focus on c::ee:
development oppo::*- : ::
that offer challenging
assignments to der,'elc: :-*pl-ove
workforce and contln-l-.s '
NIMAs effectiveness. C. .. :evelopment
includes training and p:c =ss l:al development, rotational assignn..e:.:s, a:reer counseling, and mentoring prog:::rs :o ensure

NIMAs employees remain :: ::e
edge.

leading

3.2: Develop the skills of the
NIMA workforce to meet evolving
mission needs.

pecr..,::: ::.lr skills and training for
the 2ls: ..-:*-.,,.:e crucial to NIMAs success. C*- : = - -g and education programs,
Our

mode:-:.

:=: :-- ::cilitate

distance learning, will

empr,.s,ze ;ollaborative production and
enhancing the skills of employees supporting
[continued]
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production and infrastructure needs. These
programs include advanced imagery and
geospatial analysis training to meet Community needs as outlined in the DCIt Strategic
lntent and support PDD-35, National Security Strategy, and National Military Strategy
priorities. The programs emphasize collaborative production training on new USIGS
systems, applications, products, and tools.
We are committed to fostering the growth
and expertise of our skilled professionals to
meet the challenges facing our customers,

3.3: Provide the systems,
connectivity, business practices,
and facilities that enable a world
class workforce.
We will share information through a common network at multiple securiry levels that
allows for interactive coll:lcr:iion amons

12

imagery and geospatial analysts. We will
of technical and professional
training where and when it is needed. We
will improve business practices including
developing an integrated planning/ programming, budgeting, and assessment process
and new and improved mechanisms to
communicate with key audiences inside and
outside of NIMA. We will implement and
ensure [T policies, procedures, and practices
that maximize value and manage risks. We
are planning the future imagery architecture
to include information from government
and commercial providers and supporting
NIMA and IGC goals of facilitating government, commercial, and foreign partnerships.
Facilities will be consolidated to the Ievel
appropriate, and recapitalized and upgraded
as needed to support information technology-based operations.
enable delivery

13

Teamwonk & Technology
Core Values:
We are committed to:

- Our customers!
People who demonstrate pride, initiative,
-commitment
to our vision and mission, personal
integrity, and professionalism.
Culture that promotes trust, diversity, personal
-andAprofessional
growth, mutual respect, and open
communications.

An Environment that rewards teamwork,
-partnerships,
risk-taking, creativity, Ieadership,
expertise, and adaptability.

::
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A Tradition of excellence and personal
-accc*::::ility
in all we do,

Focus on the Futune
uccessfully achieving our Objectives
will require teamwork throughout the
organization. Our ability to respond
to the future under fiscal restraints requires
that we become more effective and efficient
while delivering better information and
services to our customers. Ic do this we
will pursue a set of enabling principles.
We will:

Listen attentively to our

customers.,.
We will work closely with customers to
ensure we understand their needs and
priorities. We will develop capabilities
needed to respond to surges in c:-ls:c::er
demand and anticipate un:c..le :e e :s :.
individual customers.

Focus on our people , . .
The crucial element i: c*: s*::.ss

:s our
s--::=:,1 and

people. We will acc:Ess ::;
business culture ch=:ges
:.;irological
advancements tha:'-::.-='::.,; influence
our people. We i,,:ii :c:r: :-=.,; seek improvement in these ::e.s

:::

Establish partnerships in all
aspects of our businesses . . .
We will use partnerships with commercial,
academic, and U.S. and foreign government
organizations to leverage strengths and
share resources and workload. We will
establish an integrated community-based
policy, planning, and management process
to ensure a coordinated transition to an
integrated digital environment.

Develop policies to facilitate the
activities of NIMA and the lmagery
and Geospatial Community. . .
We rvill provide information at the lowest
possible classiflcation levels, establish partnerships, and purchase commercial products and services.

Measure our performance against

ourobjectives...
To evaluate whether we are successfully
meeting our customers'needs and our
Goals and Objectives, we will measure our
performance. This plan will provide the basis
for developing a NIMA Performance PIan,
including performa nce measu res.

Integrate technology . .,
We will phase out legac, :-srom-designed
systems and drasticall; :e:*ce NIMA development of large-scale sc::,,,::e systems. We
will identify and acquire irte:-operable
applications that work on : i:iulti-purpose
platform using commerciaily :r'ailable technology as often as possible. These applications will be used within NIMA and also be
available to our customers. We will contract
out lifecycle services to improve effectiveness and lower cost.

15

from now the world will be
dramatically different. We can only
imagine the massive changes that
will occur in the acquisition of information
sources and the exploitation of those
sources. The integration of geospatial and
decade

imagery data and analysis derived irom
multiple imagery and non-imagery sources
will involve partnerships of a ntagnitude ::.1
interdependence we can scarce ly i:::g::e
today Flexibitity, teamwork, :lrc :€sponsiveness are paramounl altli:*:e s c. :
successful future. Th:t i-er'.;:'. : ' -;lects the
integration of NIMA t'r---:'^':: .-: syslenls

into

CUSIOmerS'

partl:*.=-

=

'

---ltllle nlS.

The acquisition oi SrE.s:::: '::,','::tiot.t
^-..1::le curdata, which can :e ;s=:
poses by multiple a-s:l^ :-s, ,., s.-". :s :
basis to which ou:' :-s::--: -:- :..
mission-tailored :n:.,'s s
modernization inles::':::-< ^- *s: :l -::-,
trate on increasing th. :
- :' : : : -':j
pi-c**::'-tion, reducing tlre
.:-. :-and improving the spee:
*j
national, military, and cii,'ii c=::-< --To achieve our strategic g:..s '--objectives,we have developeci : I--==-:^',=
implementation program:

:-

i
.-: :.:. l-

-'
:''=

j':

L

Openating in the
lnformation Age l'l 999.2OO21
Phase

ln this phase, priorities include impro"'^;
production, diversifying collection sou:-.:)'
modernizing infrastructure, and making : =
transition ironi hardcopy products to
information :nd services in digitaI form.
NIMA will io:ge partnerships with the ICC
and throughoui the commercial community,
while implementing key aspects of the
USIGS architecture.

16

ll. lncorporating

new
lnformation and Technology
Phase

[2003.20061
ln the second phase, production support will
expand to include national, theater; tactical,
and commercial sources. USIGS will provide
a global network with integrated resources to
meet a wide range of customer decision
cycles. NIMAs facilities will be consolidated
and modernized. NIMAs workforce is enhanced through advanced training, specializa-

tion, and expanded

career opportunities.

lll.

Harnessing new
Technology [2OO7 -2f)121
Phase

In the third phase, NIMA and the IGC will
incorporate the vast technology improvements occurring in communications, networking, and processing power to produce
and deliver real-time knowledge. NIMAs
strengthened and empowered workforce will
evera ge cross-discipli nary expertise th rou ghout the Community.
I

NIMA will develop an lmplementation
including performance measures, which
w'ill include specific actions, timelines, and
:-esponsibilities for implementing this Strategic PIan in the coming year. Additional
:ependent implementation plans will be
,.=','eloped as necessary to address functional
r:- process requirements contained in this
:
Ultimately, the success of implementour
Strategic Plan depends on the int
,:.,e ment of and commitment from all
t,.YA employees. Success in reaching our
g:..s and objectives depends on achieving
:lrreration within the IGC and forging solid
"= .:ionships with our mission partners.
PIan,

::.

e the Senior Managers of NIMA are committed to working with the men and women of our
Agency and with our stakeholders, partners, and customers to turn this Strategic PIan into reality.

irector, NIMA
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